Mustard

Sangolda

On the surge for exceptional food in Goa, there is this one place which you
must not miss out on. Mustard, a villa restaurant in Sangolda, will beguile your
palate with every bite. Located just off CHOGM Road, this enthralling restaurant
is indeed a visual delight, not to forget that it shares the space with the snazzy
Freedom Tree Home Store. With vibrant yet chicly subtle indoors and strikingly
mesmerizing outdoor seating, Mustard boasts of an added novelty, namely, the
community table which you can share with others and socialize while you smack
your lips against their tantalizing Bengali and French specialities.

The food

Named after the condiment that is extensively
used in and unites Bengali and French cuisines,
Mustard serves up an eccentric array of traditional
Bengali delights along with European culinary
masterpieces. Here, you can sample from a host
of comforting Bengali offerings like Dal Puri
and Bhapa Doi while some delicacies that you
should most definitely savour include Machher
Chop(potato chop stuffed with spiced fish) and
Rui Maacher Shorshay Jhaal(Rohu, a fresh water
fish cooked in a mustard gravy) to name a few.
From their European specialities, you must dive
into their Kingfish Terrine(quite like patte), market
à la Mustard(freshest fish in the market), and
Pork Medallions(served with sweet potato mash
and runner bean fricassee). Every bite from this
fine dining restaurant will make you say either
‘merveilleux’ or ‘khoob bhalo’.

The people behind it

Mustard is the brainchild of Shilpa Sharma and
Poonam Singh who fashioned their passion for
food into this heart-warming culinary venture. The
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Bengali menu has been meticulously curated by
Pritha Sen, a renowned chef and food historian
while the European menu has been cooked up by
Frenchman Gregory Bazire for those who are or
aren’t a fan of the flavour of mustard.

Recommended for

↘ Gourmet lunches
↘ Live acoustic tunes
↘ Cozy and opulent gatherings for upto 100 pax

Restaurant details

↘ Mustard is open throughout the year
↘ Restaurant timings: 11am to 11pm
↘ Average meal for two: INR 1800/- without
alcohol and INR 2400/- with alcohol

Location

House no 78, Chogm Road, Sangolda, Goa

For reservations
+91 98234 36120

